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Let 1 < p Q 2 Q q < co and X be either a Banach lattice which is p-convex 
and q-concave or a unitary ideal of operators on 1, which is modeled on a sym- 
metric space which is p-convex and q-concave. If E C X is any n-dimensional 
subspace, then both the distance from E to Zr” and the relative projection 
constant of E in X are dominated by cnllp-‘lq. 
INTRODUCTION 
For E a Banach space of dimension n John’s theorem asserts that the Banach- 
Mazur distance from E to tan is at most n1i2. Further, if E C X, there is a projec- 
tion from X onto E of norm at most n 1 l 2. This paper is concerned with the 
description of some concrete classes of spaces in which both estimates can be 
improved to power type estimates CV, 01 < -$, and is a continuation of both [l l] 
and [20], in which the theorem stated in the abstract is proven for X = L=(p) 
and C,(t2), respectively. 
The two classes of spaces we consider are structurally quite different. I f  91 is a 
unitary ideal of operators on e2 different from the Hilbert-Schmidt class, then ‘$I 
is not isomorphic to a Banach lattice [12] and in fact is not isomorphic to a 
subspace of a uniformly convex Banach lattice [19]. Pisier’s proof uses the fact 
that if u is an operator on a uniformly convex Banach lattice, then 
for certain Y, s E (1, + co). On a unitary ideal ?I different from the Hilbert- 
Schmidt class, this inequality fails for every pair of indices Y, s E (1, + 03). 
The proofs of our results are based on inequalities relating various ideal norms 
for operators on or into finite-dimensional spaces. Our result for Banach lattices 
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(Theorem 3.3) is a combination of a version of Pisier’s inequality, inequalities 
relating the 2-summing and p-summing norms of finite rank maps, and a 
duality argument. One corollary is that if E is an n-dimensional Hilbert subspace 
of a uniformly convex Banach lattice X, then the relative projection constant of E 
is at most cn” (a < 4 depends only on X). The case of unitary ideals (Theorem 
5.2) is somewhat similar but complicated by the fact that (*) fails. This is 
overcome by the introduction of the notion of noncommutatively r-summing 
operators. The distance estimates for subspaces of a unitary ideal 2I are used to 
prove that rU has some Rademacher type and cotype in some common instances 
(Corollary 5.4). 
The notation and terminology is standard. We mention only that mTT2, , i, , and 
ya denote the p-summing, p-integral, and &-factorizable norms of operators 
[9, 16, 181. 
1. CHANGES OF MEASURE 
DEFINITION 1.1. Given 1 < p, q < co and n a natural number, c(n, p, q) 
denotes the smallest constant c > 0 with the following property: I f  E CL&) is 
any subspace of dimension at most n, there is a nonnegative f  EL,(~) with 
Ilfi!, = 1 so that, for all h E E, either 
(in case q< p) 
or 
II ~lflIL&‘du) G c II h IIE (in case p < q). 
In the definition it is also required that each h E E vanish outside the support off, 
so that h/f is unambiguously defined. The main results of this section are the 
upper estimates for c(n, p, q) and the related inequalities for p-summing and 
q-summing operators. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 1 < p, q < co. 
(a) 1fmin(p, q) < 2, then c(n,p, q) < fl/l/p-l/p~. 
(b) 1f min(p, q) 3 2, then c(n, p, q) < n1/2(1--n’P). 
The proof is broken down into a series of short lemmas involving the parameter 
% . 
DEFINITION 1.3. For 1 < q < p < 00, or(n,p, q) denotes the smallest 
constant a such that T,(U) < an,(u) for every map u defined on an n-dimensional 
space. 
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LEMMA I .4. For I < q < p < co, a(n, p, q) < c(n, p, q). 
Proof. Let A be a space of dimension n and u: A + B be any map. By 
Pietsch’s integral representation theorem [18] there is a probability measure TV 
on the closed unit ball S of A’ with 
II Wll G TP@> /-ax, .YY’p, xeA. 
Taking E = {(x, .) j S: x E A} in the definition of c(n,p, 4) shows there is a 
nonnegativef E L&L) with (/ f  II9 = 1 and 
p(I(x, .)lp)l’p G +, $3 P> P(I<X, .>lqf”-“>l’“l XEA. 
The measure du = fp-q dp has total mass at most 1 and 
II #I < 4% P, !A/ ~244 4<4 -Y)l’q, XEA. 
Again using the integral representation theorem, the last inequality proves that 
LEMMA 1.5. For 1 < 4 < p < co, c(n, p, q) d a(% p, q). 
Proojl Let E CL,(p) have dimension n and write 01 = ~~(71, p, 9). The claim 
,isthatforanyf,,f, ,..., fneE, 
To prove this we may suppose that p is u-finite, so there is a v  E&(P) with 
q.~ > 0 CL-a.e. Given E > 0, setf = ET + (xi+ I fi lQ)l/O and define ur:L.&) + 
L&) by u,(h) =fh. Clearly np(zlr) < Ilfll, and A = u-l(E) has dimension rz 
since u is l-i. Let u = ur j A. Then 
Letting l + 0 proves the claim. Finally, Corollary 11 of [13, p. 211, applied to 
the inclusion of E into I&(p), completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA I .6. For 1 < q < p < ~0, a(n, p, q) = C(% P, 4) = C(% 4, P). 
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PYCJO~. ‘The first equality is simply a combination of Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5. 
The equality of the first and third displayed expressions follows from a theorem 
of Maurey [I 3, Theorem 23, p. 401. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For (a) first suppose 2 <p < co and that B is an 
n-dimensional subspace of L,(p). By Theorem 1 of [11] there are functions 
fr ,fa ,...,fn E E such that if f  = (CiGn Ifi 12)1/a and dv =.f”dp, then the 
functions n112fif- l, 1 -( i < n, are an orthonormal basis for their span in L,(V). 
For any scalars a,, a2 ,..., a,; 
Writing g = zi,c, aifi , the last inequality becomes 
where both norms are taken with respect to the measurefp dp. For 1 < 9 < 2, 
write + = 0/p + (1 - 0)/s. By convexity of theL,,-norms, 
and hence, combining inequalities, 
i/g /I$ G nl’Q-l’P II g II* . 
By Lemma 1.6 this proves 
c(n, q, p) = c(n, p, q) d ?N-liP 
whenever 1 < p < 2 < p < co. The case in (a) in which 1 .< q, p G: 2 may 
be proven similarly. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2(b) follows immediately from Lemma 1.6 and a 
theorem of Carl, which we need later in another context. 
THEOREM 1.7 [3]. Let u: A --f B be any map. 
(a) If A has dimension n and2 < q < p, then r&u) < TZ~/~(~-*!%T~(U). 
(b) If B has dimension n and 2 < q < p, then i,(u) < n1/2(1-@/Y’)ip(u). 
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COROLLARY 1.8. Let u: A -+ B be any map. 
(a) If A has dimension n and Q < min(p, 2), then 
(b) If B has dimension n and max(q, 2) < p, then 
i*(u) < n1/4-1~pi9(u). 
Proof. Part (a) is immediate from Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 1.2(a); (b) is 
equivalent to (a) by duality, using the results of Persson and Pietsch [16] or 
Pietsch [17]. a 
Remark. The estimates of Theorem I .2 are best possible. For any value of p 
and 4, c(n, p, q) 3 nill~-l/*I; this follows simply by taking TV to be counting 
measure on {I, 2,..., n} and E = L&) in the definition. If  I < q < p < co 
and 1 /Y + I ip = l/q, then by [13, Theorem 231 
for any space of dimension n. Bennett ([I], and more generallv [2]) has shown 
that for 2 .< q < Y < co, 
7r(,,q)(tt2n) 3 cnqIBar 
for some absolute constant c. Thus by Lemma 1.6 the upper estimate in Theorem 
1.2(b) cannot be improved. 
Recall that the Banach-Mazur distance between isomorphic spaces A and B is 
d(A, B) = inf{/i u 11 11 u-r 11: u: A + B an isomorphismj. 
Given an n-dimensional subspace E of L,(p) it is clear that 
inf{d(E, F): F C LO(v)} < c(n, p, q). 
For 4 =: 2 the left-hand side is just d(E c$~) and the upper estimate c(n, p, 2) = 
nil/P-W given in [ll] is best possible. This is also true in at least one another 
case. 
COROLLARY 1.9. For E CL&) an n-dimensional subspace and 1 < p < q < 2, 
inf{d(E F): F CL,(v)} < nlln-l/~. 
Equality holds if E is isometric to YDn. 
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Proof. By Theorem I .2, c(n,p, q) < nl/P-liq, which proves the upper 
estimate. Let U: CDn --j L,(V) be any isomorphism and e, , e2 ,..., c,, E /,,‘l be the 
unit vectors. By Clarkson’s ineyualities 
A more general estimate for the minimal distance is given in Section 3. 
2. ORDER-BOUNDED OPERATORS 
Throughout this section L denotes a real order complete Banach lattice. 
Given a positive a EL, 1(a) denotes the solid vector sublattice 
I(u) = {x EL: / x / < ha for some h > 0} 
under the norm 
I/ .r: /Im = inf(X: / x 1 < ha}. 
It is well known that with the induced order I(a) is simultaneously isometric 
as a Banach space and isomorphic as a lattice to a C(S)-space. Similarly, for 
b EL’ a positive functional define a seminorm on L by I/ x //r = (~ .2: 1, b). With 
the induced order and norm, L(b), the completion of 
L/ix EL: II x Ill = 01, 
is an L,(p)-space. Below p and q denote the natural maps from I(a) into L and L 
into L(b), respectively. 
An operator u: E-L is called order-bounded if {U(X): /I x ;i < 1) is an order- 
bounded subset of L. For u such a map set 
w = II ,,=vl I44 II. 
1 
It is easily checked that /is a norm on Z(E, L), the space of all order-bounded 
maps from E to L. Similarly, we let 9(L, F) denote the space of all maps V: 
L +F whose adjoints are order-bounded, with the norm given by n + Qv’). 
It is convenient to consider L(u) defined for all maps into L and write P(U) := ~-- rc) 
i f f  u is not order-bounded. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. If  u E -Ep(E, L) and v  E Z(L, F), then vu is integral and 
iI < e(u) Qv’). 
proof. Let a = SUPII,II<~ 1 u(x)] and b = SU~~,,,,~~ 1 v’(z)]. With the notation 
above vu has a natural factorization 
ELI(a)LL A L(b) 5 F, 
with 11 uI 11 < 1 and 11 vi 11 < 1. The composition 7~ is a positive map from a 
C(S)-space into an L&)-space (since both 17 and v  are positive maps) and such 
an operator must be l-summing with 
By the integral representation formula the l-summing and l-integral norms 
coincide for operators on C(S)-spaces and so 
Let E be a finite-dimensional space. There is a natural correspondence between 
functionals 1+4 E DLP(E L)’ and operators v: L + E determined by the equality 
(x’ Of> 44 = (v(f), X’)? f EL and x’ E E’. 
for rank 1 maps u = x’ @f. If  $ and v  are associated in this manner, then 
(u, $) = trace(uv) 
for every element of u of 6p(E, L). By the preceding proposition, 
j(U, I/J)\ = 1 trace(uv)l < iI < b(u)e(v’) 
for all u, so that /j # j/ < /(v’). This algebraic identification of P(E, L)’ and 
P(L, E) is actually isometric. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let E be a jinite-dimensional space. With the natural 
identi’cation 
(24, v) = trace(uv), 
Y(E, L)’ = P(L, E) isometrically. 
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Proof. Given 4 E Z(E, L)’ and defining v: L - E as above we need only 
show that Qv’) < /I # I/. To this end it is sufficient to prove that if B C E’ is an 
arbitrary finite subset of the closed unit ball, then 
Let b == max, 1 v’(z)1 and choose a positive a EL so that 11 a 11 = 1 and (a, b) > 
(1 - c) ji b /!, where E f  (0, 1) is arbitrary. For v: 1(a) + L the natural map, let 
~1: Lb% Z(4) - p(E, L) 
be the contraction vr(u) = VU. Identify L(E, I(u))’ naturally with @(a), E) and 
let w = vi(#). Checking the identifications used shows that w’ = (VP)‘. Since 
Z(u) is a C(S)-space, I( )’ a 1s anL,(p)-space and hence by [6, ThCorCme 11, p. 1411, 
u‘ maps the cfosed unit ball of E’ into an order-bounded set and 
II sup / w’(z)I II = ii = ir(w) < j/ # Il. 
II z ,I 41 
By [7], 9’ is a homomorphism of lattices and hence 
!i 4 1~ 3 II mix I y’n’(b)i II 
= II $(m;x I WM 
2 <I, v’(4) 
= <a, b) 
>,(l -~)Ijbl!. 
3. PROJECTIONS IN BANACH LATTICES 
ilgain L denotes a real, order-complete Banach lattice. Recall that a Banach 
lattice L is p-concave [7] if there is a constant K such that 
for all or , x2 ,..., x, EL. The smallest constant K for which these inequalities 
hold is denoted by k’,(L). Similarly, L is p-conoex if there is a constant K with 
for all x1 , x2 ,..., x, EL, with K?(L) denoting the smallest constant for which 
these inequalities hold. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let L be an order-complete Banach lattice which is q-concave. 
(a) If u: E + L is order-bounded, then u is q-integral and&(u) < K,(L) 8(u). 
(b) If v: L + F is q’-summing then v’ is order-bounded and e(z)‘) < K,(L) x 
v(v)- 
Proof. For U: E---f L order-bounded let a = s~p,,,~~~r j U(X)/. Then u has a 
natural factorization 
EAI(a)tL 
where v  is the natural inclusion and // u1 I/ < 1. The q-summing and q-integral 
norms coincide on C(S)-spaces (in particular, on I(a) so it is enough to estimate 
7rQ(v). Let x, , x2 ,..., x, EI(a) satisfy 
sup c ] (Xi) x’)I* 1’g< 1. 
[ ll~‘l1<1 i<n 1 
Since I(a) is a C(S)-space this implies 
[ 1 c 1 Xi p 1’g < 1. i<TZ 
The natural inclusion v  is a homomorphism of lattices and so by [7] 
[c II B(Jeiw]l’g G KG) If c I P(siP]l’r I/ 
r<n e<n 
= K?(L) 11 ‘[[,z, I xi IygJ 
6 K*(L) II P II I& I xi ljl’* I/ 
G K,(L) II a II 1. 
Part (b) follows by duality from (a). Given v: L -+ F, q/-summing it is enough 
to prove that 
for an arbitrary finite subset z, ,..., z, of the closed unit ball ofF’. 
Let G be the span of the zi’s, G, C F be the annihilator of G, and w: F -+ F/G, 
be the quotient map. 
580/35/2-3 
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For any u E 9(F/Gl, L), 
1 trace(uwv)j = j trace(wvu)l 
< il(WVU) 
< i,(u) ~g,(WV) 
< K*(L) f(u) +a>. 
By Proposition 2.2, WV E 9(F/GL, L)’ = 9(L, F/G,) has norm at most 
K,(L) r*,(v), which proves the claim. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let L be a Banach space with a monotone unconditional basis 
(fm), which is q-concave. 
(a) For every E > 0, every x = C xmfm EL can be written in the form xm z-7 
X,z, with 
(c I Am Iyg < (1 + 6) &AL) il x IL, (*) 
(**) 
(b) For every E > 0 and for every x* = 2 x2$ f & EL' there is a sequence 6,
such that 
I/ X* 11~’ < (1 + E) J&(L) (1 I &am /g*)l’g~ (*‘) 
Proof. (a) Given x EL consider the map u: c, -L defined U(CX) = 
23 olmxmfm for oi = (01,) E ca . The map u is order-bounded and 8(u) = /) x /IL . 
By Proposition 3.1(a), i,(u) < K,(L) /j x IIL . Thus, by the definition of a CJ- 
integral map, for every E > 0 there is a diagonal map A: c, -+ /* and a map w: 
8, --f L such that wh = u and j/ h Ij < (1 + C) i*(u), II w jl < 1. Since u and A are 
diagonal, w is diagonal too. That means A(a) = (c&m) E /, for 01 = (CC,) E c,, 
and W(B) = C &Zmfm EL for p = (pm) E 8*. It is obvious that for the sequences 
(A,) and (am) we have xm = A, . am and that the conditions ( *) and ( * *) are also 
fulfilled. 
(b) Given x* = C x&f & EL’ and 2 > 0, choose an element x EL, 
I/ xi;,* = 1 such that 1(x, x*) j (I + E)riz > /I x* IIL, . Let x = C xmfm and let 
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xm = &,,z, be a decomposition found in part (a) for E = (1 + Z)1/2 - 1. We put 
am = j zm 1. Then by Holder’s inequality and condition (*), we get 
and this is equivalent to (*‘). To see (**‘) let Y* = C y&f& be any element in 
L’. Then again Holder’s inequality and condition (**) imply 
= II Y* l/L’ . sup 
This proves case (b). 1 
A Banach space E is of cotype q for 2 < 4 < cc (respectively, type p, 1 < 
p < 2) if there is a constant OL > 0 so that 
resp., 
for all xi , x2 ,..., x, E E, where rI , ra ,..., rn are the Rademacher functions on 
[0, I]. The smallest constant (Y in these inequalities is denoted by or,(E) (resp., 
&j(E)). It is obvious that or,(E) = 1 if E is isometric to a Hilbert space. The 
Hilbertian norm of an operator u [9] is denoted by y,(u). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L be an order-complete Banach lattice, E CL any subspace, 
F an n-dimensional space, and v: E -+ F any operator. 
(a) If L is p-convex and q-concave, 1 < p < 2 < q < CO, there is at; 
operator vl: L ---f F with vi / E = v  and 
yz(vl) < K,(L) P(L) nl+ll* 11 v  11. 
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(b) I f  Cl is not finitely representable in L then there are constants c > 0 am 
s < :, each depending only on L, such that v  has an extension vl: L - F with 
~~(4 < ~49 ns II v Il. 
Proof. Let j: E --f L be the inclusion and 
T: i,(F, E) + y;(F, L) 
be Tu = ju. Since F is finite-dimensional, the adjoint 
T’: y2(L, F) --+ L(E, F) 
is the restriction T’(u) = u 1 E. Thus to show that T’ is a h-quotient map (the 
content of (a) with h = K,(L) A?(L) &*-r/Q and of (b) with h = cmz(F) ns) it 
need only be shown that T is a h-isomorphic embedding. This is equivalent to the 
assertion that if u: F -+ L has y$-norm one and if u(F) C E, then il(u,) < A, 
where u,: F + E is the astriction of u. 
First consider (a). If y$(u) < 1, then by [9], u has a factorization 
with H a Hilbert space, rs(v) < 1, and rs(w’) < 1. Since F has dimension n 
we may assume that H does also. Note also that L is refIexive since it is p-convex 
and q-concave (cf. [21]). 
By [fl, L’ is p’-concave and K,(L’) = k?(L). Thus, 
7rs(w) < n1i2-1/q %( 4 Corollary 1.8(a), 
< nl/z-l/qKq(L) d(w) Proposition 3.1(a), 
< K,(L) n1/2-1/qKp(L) 7r,(w’) Proposition 3.1(b), 
< K,(L) P(L) n1~z-1/qn1/‘-1/2~~(w’) Corollary 1.8(b). 
This gives 
which proves (a). 
The proof of (b) is essentially the same. Since /r is not finitely representable 
in L, L is p-convex and q-concave for some p and q, 1 < p < 2 < q < co 
(from [14] and [15, Proposition 1.2, p. 651). As above, 
7rq(w) < K,(L) R?(L) n1/2)-1&2(w’). 
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By [13, Proposition 74, p. 90, and following], 
where u is a constant depending only on q. Hence 
i&J < i*‘(V) 7rq(w) < m,(F) n1’D-1’2 
with c depending only on L. 1 
For E C X a complemented subspace the relative projection constant of E in X is 
h,(E) = inf{ll v  11: v: X -+ E a projection). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let L be a Banach lattice which is p-convex and q-concave, 
1 <p~2~q<oo,andseta!=l/p-l/q.IfXisasubspaceofaquotient 
of L and E C X is any subspace of dimension n, then 
d(E, lz2”) < K,(L) P(L) n” and A,(E) < K,(L) K*(L) na. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let L be a Banach lattice with /, not finitely representable 
in L, and let X be a subspace of a quotient of L. There are constants c > 0 and 
s < 4, each depending only on X, such that X,(R) < calm n8 for every n-dimen- 
sional E C X. 
Proofs. It is enough to prove the corollaries for X a quotient of L. For 7: 
L + X a quotient map, let vl: L + E be an extension of 77 / q-l(E) given by 
Theorem 3.2. Defining w: X---f E so that w(x) = vul(x), z E q-l(x), gives a 
projection onto E with y,(w) < ya(v,). 1 
A version of Theorem 3.3(a) and its corollary holds for lattices of Rademacher 
type p and Rademacher cotype q. For L such a lattice the usual proofs [15] 
using stable random variables show that L is r-convex and s-concave for 1 < 
Y <pandq<s<oo,with 
and K,(L) < c (&)l”’ 
for some constant c depending only on L. Given F of dimension n, applying 
Theorem 3.2 with I/p + l/log n = I/Y and l/s + l/log n = 1 /q gives estimates 
of the form 
yz(vl) < c(log n)ll*+l/P’nl/~-l/q /j v  I/. 
In case either p or q equals 2, a stronger result, with the log term omitted, is 
prove by Tomczak- Jaegermann in [20]. 
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The same basic idea used in the proof of Theorem 3.3 can be used to give a 
generalization of Corollary 1.9. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let L be a Banach lattice z&ich is p-conoex and q-concave, 
and let 1 < r < co. If E C L is a n-dimensional subspace, then 
where 
inf{d(E, F): F CL&)} -< K,(L) KP(L) n4’m8, 
and 
/I? = max{O, (1 /p - 1 /r) max( 1, p/2)} 
6 := max{O, (1 /r - l/q) max( I, r/2)). 
Proof. It follows from [9] that if rr(u’) < &r,.(u) for all u: E’ ---, G, then 
inf{d(E, F): F CL&)) .< K. 
Let u: E’ --f G be any operator. Set G,, = u(E’) so that dim G, < n. Write 
u = ju, , where u,: Z’ ---f G, is the astriction of u and j: G0 + G is the inclusion 
map. If  i: E -L is an inclusion, then 
n,(u’) < ~?+A) 
< &r&u:) 
< #K,(L) G(iui) 
< K,(L) nsKp(L) 7f,(u,i’) 
< K,(L) KW) ns~,(u,) 
< K,(L) Ka(L) nW7rr(u,) 
< K,(L) KP(L) n8+%rT(u). 
Corollary 1.7(a) or 1.8(a), 
Proposition 3. I(a), 
Proposition 3.1(b), 
Corollary 1.7(a) or I .8(a), 
This gives the desired distance estimate. 1 
4. NONCOMMUTATIVELY ORDER-BOUNDED MAPPINGS AND NONCOMMUTATIVELY 
T-SUMMING MAPPINGS 
Throughout this section ‘zf denotes a unitary ideal of operators acting in a 
Hilbert space H. For any operator T: H + H, T* denotes its adjoint. The 
standard unit vector basis in Pa is denoted by (e,). 
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A map u: /., + Cu is called noncommutatively right order-bounded if the sequence 
of operators 
[ f  (uei)(uei)*]l”E21 
i=l 
is convergent in Ql. For such a map u we set 
It is easily checked that 8, is a norm on the space YR(&, , VI) of all noncommu- 
tatively right order-bounded maps from tz to %. The noncommutatively left 
order-bounded norm of a map u: fa -+ (11 is defined as 
provided the series converges in rU, and the space of all noncommutatively left 
order-bounded maps is denoted by .5ZL(Ca, 2I). 
Similarly, ZRt(%, /a) and YLt(!X, &) denote the spaces of all maps v: PI + 8.. 
whose adjoints are in SR(ts , ‘$I’) or in ZL(& , ‘$I’), under the norms v + fR(v’) 
and v -+ Ci(v’), respectively. 
Remark 4.1. If u E ZR(&, 2l), then u is automatically bounded and /j u // < 
C,(U). This follows immediately from the well-known fact that in a unitary ideal 
if for two operators A, B: H -+ H we have AA* < BB”, 
then II A 11% = II(AA*)1/2 11% d ll(BB*)1’2 I/B = II B 1191 , 
and from the following fact proved in [20, Lemma 2.71: 
if A, ,..., A, : H + H and 01~ ,..., 01, is a sequence of scalars, then 
(c &)(C d)* d (c I ai I’)@ -4iA:). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let u: 4, -+ a, u E gR(t2, 2f) and let w: e2 -+ t2 be a unitary 
operator. Then uw E YR(e2, 2X) and fR(uw) = 8,(u). If u E ZL(t2, %), then 
uw E SZ(12 , ?l) and 6’Juw) = e,(u). 
Proof. To prove the right-hand version, write A, = ue, . Then lR(u) = 
\/(Ci A,AT)l’” 11% . Let the unitary operator w be represented by the matrix (wJ, 
wji = (wej , eJ. Then 
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Hence 
AiA; == c A,A,*, i 
where the last equality follows from the orthogonality of the matrix (wji). Thus 
[x (uw(e,))(uw(e,))*]l” = [T A,Aj31’* 
j 
and, by the definition, 
In the case of the trace classes C, , 1 < p < co, we are able to investigate the 
duality between &(/s, C,) and 5&“(C, , /J. The following two propositions 
are in fact proved in [20, Proposition 2.51. For the sake of completeness we give 
sketches of the proofs here. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 1 < p < CQ and let n be a natural number. If  u E 
&(e2,“, C,) and v  E SLt(Cg , ez2”), then vu is integral and 
Similarly, ifu E J&(lzn, C,) and v  E pRt(Cs , f<), then iI < 8’(u) eRt(v). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let 1 < p < co and let n be a natural number. With the 
natural identi$cation 
(u, v) = trace(uv), 
we have T’(&,n, C,)’ = 6pLt(C, , t2”) and ZL(fSn, C,)’ = gRt(C3, , lzn) iso- 
metrically. 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. It follows from the polar decomposition of mappings 
from 8.. to l2 , and from Lemma 4.2, that we can assume that VU: 8.” -+ /an is a 
nonnegative map. Thus iI = trace(vu). Let us denote, for convenience, 
Ai = uei E C, , Bi = v’ei E C,* (p* = p/p - I). Then 
trace(vu) = i (vuei , ei) = jJ <uei 9 v’ei> 
i=l i=l 
= f (Ai, Bi) = f trace AiBi . 
i-1 i=l 
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Let (& denote an arbitrary orthonormal basis in H. Applying Hijlder’s 
inequality two times we get 
i trace AiB, = i f  (Bivk, A:& 
i=l is1 k=l 
,I, ’ * ~l,Ai~,lI~ 2 )p’1]1” . [il (gl II Bi~lk lli~‘2]1’p* 
Now, if 1 < p < 2, we specify (vk) as the orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of 
the (nonnegative) operator zT=r A&. Thus we have 
zl ((gl AA:) ‘~xpl~)~‘~ = trace (gl AiA:)lii2- 
On the other hand, we have (cf. [20]). 
Fact. For every nonnegative compact operator T: H + H and for every 
1 <Y < co (Tx,x) <(T?(x),x) for xeH. 
By applying this with the operator T = Cr=, BTBi and the exponent T = 
p*/2 > 1, we obtain 
Now it suffices to use the definition of the norms in C, and CDt and the defini- 
tion of the operators Ai and Bi to get 
trace(vu) < trace c AiAi [ ($1, *)n’2r’p . [,race (gr BrB,)Y”2r’p* 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. The natural identification mentioned in the formula- 
tion of Proposition 4.4 has already been described before Proposition 2.2. So it 
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is obvious that to prove that Y,(kaj”, C,)’ is isometric to ZLt(C,, , /i.L)i), it is 
sufficient to show that 
To this end, given a map VU: C, -+ Lz71 denote B, == z.‘ej and define operators Ai: 
H+Hby 
It is easy to see that ii(C~z, Aiil~)l/a /Ic, = 1. Define a map u: /an --f C, by 
u(a) = i cxiAs for 01 = (q) E 6,“. 
i-1 
It is obvious that e,(u) = ll(x:i”=, AiA$)1p l/o = 1. Moreover, one can easily 
check that trace(uv) = trace(vu) = ll(xr=, BThi)l12 /lc,* = tLLt(v). This complete 
the proof. 1 
Let X be a Banach space, and let 1 < Y < co. A map u: X + la is called 
noncommutatively right r-summing if for every bounded map w: x’ + C, the 
composition wu’ E YT(k, , C,). We set 
u&u) = sup{tR(wu’) 1 w: X’ + c, ) ~1 w 1; < I}. 
It can be easily checked that uR,r is a norm on the space 4,.,(X, 8.) of all non- 
commutatively right r-summing maps from X to & . 
Similarly, we define the space A,,r(X, 8,) of all noncommutativeZy left T- 
summing maps with norm aL,r . 
LEMMA 4.5. Let n be a natural number. 
(a) If u: X = lz9t is 2-absolutely summing, then u E A,.,(X, fz2’“) and u E 
A,,,(X, 4% and 
(b) If v: lzn + C, , v E &(lzn, C,) or v  E 9L(C2s, C,), then v  is also 2- 
absolutely summing and 
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Proof. (a) We prove the right-hand version only, since the proof of the 
left-hand version is similar. From the definition of the norm uR,a it follows that 
we must prove that 
for any map w: S’ -+ C, . For convenience let us denote Ai = wu’(eJ E C, and 
let the operator Aj be represented by a matrix (~,(jk))~~ . Thus the definition of 
the norm in the space C, of Hilbert-Schmidt operators gives 
= [,,,ce (2 AiAf)]1’2 = (i 1 1 ~?~(ik)~~)l’~, 
=l i=l k.j 
On the other hand, C, is in a natural way isometric to 8, , so if u is 2-absolutely 
summing, the map wu’: /2n -+ C, is order-bounded (cf. [S]) and 
4wu’) = II SUP ’ wu’@)i IIc, < 772(u) II20 Il. 
I, z !I <I 
It can be easily checked that s~p,,,~,~r / w~‘(x)I E C, can be represented by the 
matrix (b( jk))jli with the entries 
Thus 
W) = ($ I 4j~~12)1’2. 
II SUP I =‘+)I llc, = Il(b(ik))llc2 = [x i / n,(lk),2]1? 
II e II <l ki i=l 
Then we finally get 
fRR(WU’) = II ,,=& I W~‘@>l !!c, 
= Qwu’) < 7&4) /I w /I. 
(b) It has already been proved in the proof of part (a) that lR(v) = L’(V) for 
arbitrary maps v: &n + C, . Thus it suffices to observe that every order- 
bounded v  from a Banach space E to C, is 2-integral, and hence, 2-absolutely 
summing and 
7T2(v) < i2(v) < +) = tR(v)- 1 
In the remaining part of this section we prove a noncommutative analog of 
Corollary 1.7. 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. Let n be a natural number. 
(a) Let E be a Banach space and 1 < p -S 2. For every map zc: B --f tz”, 
aR,u(w) < n1iJ’+1i2aR,,(w) and aLJw) < n11P-1/zaL,2(w). 
(b) Let 2 < q < co. For every map v: izn + C, we have 
Proof. The right-hand version of case (a) follows from the left-hand version 
of case (b). Indeed, let u: E’ ---f C, be any map. 
We have tp prove that eR(uw’) < n1/p-l12aR,2(w) iI u 1~. By Proposition 4.4 it 
is enough to prove 
: trace(vuw’)i < n1/P-1i2a,,,(w) ~ u ~i . PLt(v) 
for any v: C, -+ d,“. 
Consider a map v: C, - Q and its adjoint v’: 6271 - C,* . We have eLt(v) =:- 
CJv’). Since 1 < p < 2,2 < p* < 00 and part (b) applied to the map v’ gives 
no < nlPIIP*/,(v’) = n1iP-1i2/,t(v). 
That means that v  can be written in the form v  = vavi with vi: C, ---, C, and 
v2: C, ---f Czn, 1; vi 11 = 1, rr,(v,) == 7~~(vi) = 7r,(v’) (since C, is isometric to 
Ir,). On the other hand, since w E A,,, , 
(~(vw’) < ii VI* II . ak2(w) < li *  II aR,2(w). 
Thus, by Lemma 4.5(b), applied to map vruw‘, we obtain 
so 
~2(ww’) < I! * II . aR,2(w). 
1 trace(vUw’)l = 1 trace(v,v,uw’)l 
< 572(v2) ~2(“1UW’) < %(V’> II * II . %z,2(W) 
< nl~P-%,,2(w) I/ u /I /LA(V), 
which is the required estimate. 
(b) We need the following fact, actually proved in [20, proof of Theorem 
2.21: 
Fact. Let 2 < q < 00 and let E C C, be an n-dimensional subspace. Then 
there is a scalar product (., .) on the F(H, H) of all finite rank operators on a 
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Hilbert space H such that if Ss denotes the completion of (F(H, H), (., .)l12), 
then for the formal identities jr = id: C, -+ Ss and js = id: j,(E) + E we have 
11~; /I = 1 and I] j, 11 < n1j2-r/Q. 
Now put E = v(/,~) and let S, and jl: C, + S, , j2: j,(E) -+ E be as in the fact 
above. If P: S, + j,(E) is an orthogonal projection, then j,Pj,: C, -+ E is a 
projection on E. Thus v = j2Pjp. Since jr is a formal identity map, the map 
jiv: lz2” -+ S, is noncommutatively left order-bounded and 
By Lemma 4.5(b), 
On the other hand, Ij j,P 11 < n1/2-1/*. Thus we get 
7r2(4 d r2( jlv) . II j2P II < nl’z-l%~(v,)- I 
5. PROJECTIONS IN UNITARY IDEALS 
Again 9I denotes a unitary ideal of operators acting in a Hilbert space H, GY 
denotes the associated symmetric space, such that /j T 11% = II(Sm(T))ll~, 
where ( Sm( T)) is th e se q uence of singular numbers of an operator T. Since such 
a space GZ is an order-complete Banach lattice, the definition of p-convexity and 
p-concavity of the space 02 makes sense. In this section we prove some theorems 
for subspaces of unitary ideals, analogous to the results of Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Ol be q-concave. 
(a) If v: Pz -+ ‘3, v E 6pR(E2, a), then there exist two maps vl: f2 + C, and 
v2: C, + 91 such that v = v2vl and tx(vl) < 2K,,(%) e,(v) and // v2 11 = 1. 
(b) If u: 2I -+ 8,) u E AR,** (‘5X, l,), then u’ E 9$(/, , a’) and eR(u’) < 
2KJ(@ aR,** (u). Analogously, left-hand versions are also true. 
Proof. (a) Denote (C (veJ(vei)*)1/2 E PI by A and let x, = S,(A) be the 
sequence of singular numbers of the operator A. Since A > 0 there is an ortho- 
normal basis (vm) in H of eigenvectors of the operator A, i.e., Avm = xm . y’m . 
Now we apply Corollary 3.2(a) for a vector x = (x,) E 6l? and E = 1. We get 
a splitting of x in the form xm = Xmzm satisfying conditions (*) and (**) 
formulated in the corollary. Define the operator Z: H---f H by 2~~ = am * ym; 
next the map v2: C, -+ %lI by 
v,(B) = ZB for BE C,. 
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It can be easily checked, by condition (x*), that II z’a 11 < I; in fact, 
The first inequality follows from the classical Horn inequality, which states 
i sm(ZB) < i s&z) . &(B) (n == I) 2,...) 
n1=1 n1=1 
for all compact operators 2, B: H + H (cf. [5, Theorem 11.4.21) and from the 
classical property of a symmetric space: If  / txr / + ... + I 01,~ -..: /3i 1 -+ “. ‘-- 
I,& 1 for n = I, 2,..., then /(anl)~~~ < l/(fl,& (cf. [5, Lemma 111.3.11). The 
second inequality is just condition (**). 
Let us define ol: la + C, as or = r.;%. We show that or E SR(lz , C,) (this 
also implies that ZJ~ is well defined (see Remark 4.1)). We have ~,(e ;) mm; z~;~s(e,) q = 
Z-l(we,), so 
T (w)(w)* = Z-l (E 
2 
(wei)(wei)*) z-1 
zz z-1 A/g *z-1. 
Thus, since the operators Z and A commute, Z and AA* commute too and 
This implies 
LR(wl) == i/ Z-‘A licq = (z (spayji;“. 
But s,,,(Z--lA) = / h, / and condition (*) implies that 
This completes the proof of case (a). 
(b) Denote (C(u’ei)(u’ei)*)1/2 E 2l’ by A and x”, = sm(A) E 02’. Again 
let (pm) be an orthonormal basis in H of eigenvectors of the operator A. In order 
to estimate the norm 11 A IIN, = (fi(~‘) from above let us apply Corollary 3.2(b) 
for the element x* = (&) E CY’ and E = 1. H aving a sequence (6,) determined 
there consider the operators A: G + H defined by AT, = Gm~m and w: 
2lI’ + C,, defined by 
w(B) = AB for BE 21’. 
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As in case (a), it is easy to check, by condition (**‘) of Corollary 3.2, that 
11 w jl <i 1. Thus, for the map wu’: 8, + C,, we have wu’ E &({a , C,,) and 
On the other hand, condition (*‘) implies that 
CR(U)) = 11 A 11%’ = 11 x* jjg 
< 2K,(cpG) (c I x:s, p*yq* 
= 2&(a) (c (s,,,(dA))Q*)l’** 
= 2K&z) 1) AA ilc,* = 2&(U) &(wu’). 
The last two inequalities give the desired estimate 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 5.2. Let ‘$I be a unitary ideal of operators acting in a Hilbert space, 
E C ‘3 any subspace, Fan n-dimensional space, v: E + F any map. If the associated 
symmetric space GZ is p-convex and q-concave, 1 < p < 2 < q < co, then there 
isamapv,:9I--+Fwithv, 1 E = vand 
‘yzh) < =-,(a) KB(@)1,/8-1’P II v Il. 
Proof. The argument given at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.3 
shows that our statement is equivalent to the same assertion as before: 
if u: F -+ 2I is a map with 7.$(u) < 1 and if u(F) C E, then iI(aa) < 
2K,(OJ) KS(@) nl/+l/q, where u,: F -+ E is the astriction of u. 
Exactly as before, any map u: F + 2I with ~$(zL) < 1 has a factorization 
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with ad) < 1 and na(w’) < 1. Moreover, again OJ’ isp*-concave and I&(@‘) = 
P(a). Thus 
r2z(W) < “L(WJ II 7% Ii 
< nl/2-w~(wl) // wp I/ 
< 2K&Y)?W-W,(w) 
< 2K,(Gq K”(CPl)n”2-1~~aR*.(W’) 
< 2K&q K~(~)nl~“-1~2n1~2-1~qaR,,(w’) 
= 2&“-‘Mc,(a) K*(a) 7r2(w’) 
Then 
w: 6,” -J-L c, 5 91 
Proposition 4.6(b) 
Proposition 5.1(a) 
Proposition 5.1 (b) 
Proposition 4.6(a) 
Lemma 4.5(a). 
i&la) < 7T2(v) 7r2(w) < 2K*(Gq Icya) d/P-l/q, 
which completes the proof. [ 
The following corollary is just a reformulation of Corollary 3.4 and has exactly 
the same proof. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let 2l be a unitary ideal; let the associated space C?! be p- 
convex and q-concave, 1 < p < 2 < q < 03. If  X is a subspace of a quotient of %!I 
and E C X is any subspace of dimension n, then 
and 
d(E, kz2”) < 2Kq(01) IP(0!) &p-l/q 
A,(E) < 2K,(OZ) IP(Ol) n1/9-1/g. 
As an application of Corollary 5.3 we derive some information about the type 
and the cotype of a unitary ideal % from similar information about the associated 
space a. As far as we know it is the first result of this kind. Moreover, we know 
of no direct proof of this fact. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let 2I be a unitary ideal for which the associated sequence 
space Ql is p-convex and q-concave, I < p < 2 < q < co, and I/p - 1 /q < l/2. 
The78 
and 
s, =sup{sE[1,2]:%istypes} > I 
rO = inf{r E [2, co]: 9I is cotype Y} < co. 
Moreover, if p = 2, then 9l is cotupe q + E OY every E > 0, and if q = 2, then f 
(11 is type p - E for every E > 0. 
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Proof. Let s > ss . By the theorem of Maurey and Pisier [15] for every n 
there is an n-dimensional E,, C ‘3 and maps II,: tI” --+ E,, , w,: E,, -+ J’s,” such 
that W,U, is the inclusion of tI” into ls,” and /j w, // [I u, 11 < 2. Since d(En , kzn) < 
cgW--1~~ with cr independent of n, it follows from Grothendieck’s theorem that 
On the other hand, it can easily be checked that nI(w,u,) 2 ~,n~i~-~/a and thus 
for each n, 
nl/s-1/2 < cnl/P-l/P 
with c independent of n. This implies S, > (l/p - l/q + 1/2)-r > 1 since 
1 /p - l/q < l/2. Similar considerations prove that r0 < (l/2 - l/p + l/q)-’ < 
00, and hence p = 2 (respectively, q = 2) implies r0 = p (resp., s0 = p). 
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